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Artificial Plants
Livingreen Design is famous
for cutting edge design and
quality products. Here we bring
our expertise to replica plants,
creating a section that is both
unique in the marketplace and
manufactured to the highest
standards.

even deliver to your customers premises
using your own delivery notes.
With the focus on quality and innovation
we are particularly proud of our
Flowerbombe and Green Fantasy ranges
which are built to order on natural stems,
either straight singles or interesting multi
branched. There is no attempt to pass
these off as ‘real’ plants, rather they are
fantastical, imaginary, and amazing.

We know that availability of stock is of
crucial importance and we reflect this
by offering a relatively small selection,
the vast majority of which is hand built
by ourselves to order. We may not have
all the items in stock for immediate
dispatch but our lead time of 2 -3 weeks
for almost anything in the catalogue
is exactly in line with our planter
manufacturing lead times. This allows us
to dispatch all products at the same time
so saving on delivery costs or you can
choose our Pre-planted Service where
we supply your plants and planters fully
planted up and ready to install – we can

Looking at the market for buxus hedging
in planters for restaurants and hotels in
particular we examined the construction
methods and thought we could do better.
We have now developed a method of
building complete hedging/planter units
of any size and length using 100% grp
with stainless steel fixings. The result is a
beautifully finished scheme which will last
indefinitely and can easily be repaired on
or off site.
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For the Greenwall market we have
developed our own solution, Feature
Wall. Again a completely unique product,
Feature wall allows you to build a replica
wall in rainforest or fantasy styles and
intermingle this with logos, shelves,
artwork, photographs and any number
or style of contoured panel to create
an extraordinary wall decoration unlike
anything else on the market. See our
separate Feature Wall brochure for more
information.
We will be adding to the selection in the
coming months so please keep an eye
on our website and call us to discuss any
artificial plant projects you have as we are
able to source and supply many other
products not listed here, often with short
notice.
© Copyright Livingreen Design Images.
Credit: Attala Creations for composite
image on page 19.
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Flowerbombe
Like something from Alice in
Wonderland, Flowerbombe is a fantasy
in colour, a riot of imagination.
Using small multi-flowered foliages, we have
created extravagant new ‘plants’ in topiary
shapes. Why have a boxwood ball when you
can one covered in purple, white, orange or
yellow flowers? Using natural straight and multi
branched stems these are also available as
single or multi balled specimen plants up to
1.8m or cones up to 2.1m. Single balls come as
standard from 35cm up to 85cm diameter with
larger available to special order.
Flowerbombe can also be used to create logos,
and to create other alternative sizes and shapes.
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Flowerbombe Range
NAME

3/4 BALL

FULL BALL

SIZE

(D) or (DxH)

DESCRIPTION

01 - 35
02 - 45
03 - 60
04 - 85
01 - 22
02 - 25
03 - 30
04 - 35

05 - 45
06 - 60
07 - 85

CONE

01 - 35x80
02 - 40x100
03 - 40x120
04 - 45x150
05 - 80x205

FULL BALL
ON SINGLE
STEM

01 - 100
02 - 120
03 - 150

FULL BALL
ON MULTI
STEM

01 - 30x100
02 - 35x120
03 - 45x150
04 - 60x180

FULL BALL
& 1/2 BALL
ON SINGLE
STEM

01 - 30+40x120

2 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x110

3 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x120
02 - 25+30+35x140

3 BALLS ON
SINGLE STEM

01 - 45+35+30x165

4 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x150
02 - 25+30+35+45x170

3 BALL
TOWER

01 - 45+30+22x85
02 - 60+40+30x120

CONE ON
SINGLE STEM

01 - 36x100
02 - 40x120
03 - 53x210
04 - 43x180
05 - 40x150

Orange Flowerbombe

Purple Flowerbombe

White Flowerbombe

Yellow Flowerbombe
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Buxus Range
Using the latest and best buxus foliage our range takes reproduction boxwood to the next level featuring cones, balls, single and
multi-stem specimens, up to 2.1m tall as standard.

Buxus

NAME

SIZE

(D) or (DxH)
01 - 35
02 - 45
03 - 60
04 - 85

DESCRIPTION

Matting
01 - 25x25

NAME

SIZE

(D) or (DxH)

2 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x110

3 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x120
02 - 25+30+35x140

CONE

01 - 35x80
02 - 40x100
03 - 40x120
04 - 45x150
05 - 80x205

3 BALLS ON
SINGLE STEM

01 - 45+35+30x165

FULL BALL
ON SINGLE
STEM

01 - 100
02 - 120
03 - 150

4 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x150
02 - 25+30+35+45x170

FULL BALL
ON MULTI
STEM

01 - 30x100
02 - 35x120
03 - 45x150
04 - 60x180

3 BALL
TOWER

01 - 45+30+22x85
02 - 60+40+30x120

01 - 30+40x120

CONE ON
SINGLE STEM

01 - 36x100
02 - 40x120
03 - 53x210
04 - 43x180
05 - 40x150

3/4 BALL

FULL BALL

FULL BALL
& 1/2 BALL
ON SINGLE
STEM

01 - 22
02 - 25
03 - 30
04 - 35

05 - 45
06 - 60
07 - 85

DESCRIPTION
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Buxus Barriers
While most hedging is constructed using some
combination of wire and wood framing and latterly
attached to a planter we have taken a different approach.
Our hedging/planter combination units are 100%
glassfibre with stainless steel pinning, meaning there is
nothing to break or rot off.
The hedge units are fully demountable from the bases to allow
weighting or attachment of the planters to a sill or floor; or for ease
of removal for servicing. We can make them in any length and any
combination or hedge and planter height – including no planter at
all. As well as hedges we can make cubes, cones, cylinders, and
pyramids in any size using the same methods. Curves are also easily
achieved, making the most ambitious of designs a reality for the first
time at a reasonable cost. So don’t be afraid to break the mould –
we love to make the impossible, possible.
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Green Fantasy
Like its sister range, FlowerBombe, Green Fantasy bears
no relation to real plants, but is the better for it.
Who can resist a tree made from grass balls or a black Eucalyptus
cone? Ferns, pine, succulents and cacti can all be made as topiary
shapes bring a new dimension to replica specimen plants. All on
quality natural wood stems.
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Green Fantasy Range
NAME

3/4 BALL

FULL BALL

SIZE

(D) or (DxH)
01 - 35
02 - 45
03 - 60
04 - 85
01 - 22
02 - 25
03 - 30
04 - 35

05 - 45
06 - 60
07 - 85

CONE

01 - 35x80
02 - 40x100
03 - 40x120
04 - 45x150
05 - 80x205

FULL BALL
ON SINGLE
STEM

01 - 100
02 - 120
03 - 150

FULL BALL
ON MULTI
STEM

01 - 30x100
02 - 35x120
03 - 45x150
04 - 60x180

FULL BALL
& 1/2 BALL
ON SINGLE
STEM

01 - 30+40x120

2 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x110

3 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x120
02 - 25+30+35x140

3 BALLS ON
SINGLE STEM

01 - 45+35+30x165

4 BALLS ON
MULTI STEM

01 - 25x150
02 - 25+30+35+45x170

3 BALL
TOWER

01 - 45+30+22x85
02 - 60+40+30x120

CONE ON
SINGLE STEM

01 - 36x100
02 - 40x120
03 - 53x210
04 - 43x180
05 - 40x150

DESCRIPTION
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Green Fantasy
Panel Options
pine
-green

cactus
-grey

eucalyptus
-green

eucalyptus
-black

sedum
-green

sedum
-black

flowers
-purple/green

green algae

green fern

springueri

flowers
-orange

flowers
-lilac

flowers
-white

nertera
-orange

pine
-mini

short grass

flower bud

pine
-spruce
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Other Ranges
Covering all the popular lines and sizes, plus a great selection of
cacti and succulents, our remaining selection has been chosen
for outstanding realism. Featuring gnarled old olive trunks, fruiting
oranges and thick burgundy bamboo canes, this is as close to
nature as it gets. While croton and aglaonema foliages are facsimiles
of their originals to be all but indistinguishable. We think you will find
everything you need here but please contact us for other options.
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Succulents

Name
Product Code - Height (cm)

Agave green
01 - 32 / 02 - 45

Agave red
01 - 32 / 02 - 45

Cactus ball green
01 - 13 / 02 - 15

Cactus finger green
01 - 20

Cactus multiclump
01 - 60

Echeveria green
01 - 10

Echeveria red
01 - 10

Euphorbia cowboy cactus clump

01 - 85

Sedum branched green
01 - 20

Sedum branched red
01 - 20

Sedum rosette green & red
01 - 10

Tilandsia
01 - 30
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Specimen plants

Araucaria
01 - 90 / 02 - 120 / 03 - 150

Bamboo multi clump thick red
natural stem

01 - 150 / 02 - 180 / 03 - 210 /
04 - 240

Croton buse natural stem

01 - 80 / 02 - 120 / 03 - 160

Ficus benjamina ball head
natural stem
01 - 110 / 02 - 170

Name
Product Code - Height (cm)

Bamboo multi clump
natural stem

01 - 60 / 02 - 90 / 03 - 130 /
04 - 160 / 05 - 190 / 06 - 230

Bay tree ball head natural stem

Bamboo multi clump thick natural
stem

01 - 150 / 02 - 180 / 03 - 210 /
04 - 240

Bay tree pyramid natural stem

01 - 40D-100 / 02 - 45D-120 /
03 - 55D-150 / 04 - 70D-180

01 - 40D-90 / 02 - 45D-120 /
03 - 45D-150 / 04 - 55D-180

Cupressus green natural stem

Cycas revoluta with trunk
01 - 70 / 02 - 90

01 - 90

Ficus benjamina green
natural stem

01 - 80 / 02 - 110 / 03 - 150

Ficus benjamina variagated
ball head natural stem
01 - 110 / 02 - 170
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Specimen plants

Ficus benjamina variagated
natural stem

Name
Product Code - Height (cm)

Japanese maple natural stem

Mini leaf ball head natural stem

01 - 110 / 02 - 150

01 - 80 / 02 - 110 / 03 - 150

01 - 85 / 02 - 150

Olive tree with fruit super natural
stem

Olive tree with fruit super natural
stem two heads

01 - 80 / 02 - 120 / 03 - 180

01 - 120

Olive tree with fruit super natural
stem three heads

Olive tree with fruit super natural
stem four heads

Podocarpus cloud tree
natural stem

01 - 80 / 02 - 110 / 03 - 150

Mini orange ball head with fruit
natural stem

01 - 150

Podocarpus cloud tree
natural stem

02 - 130 / 03 - 160

01 - 180

01 - 80

Schefflera gold capella
natural stem

Tilandsia ball head 45cm
natural multistem

01 - 80 / 02 - 120 / 03 - 160

01 - 105
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Specimen & flowering plants

Tilandsia 3 ball tree natural stem

01 - 130

Orchid phalenopsis white/yellow

01 - 50

Tilandsia 4 ball tree natural stem

01 - 160

Name
Product Code - Height (cm)

Yucca touffe natural stem 4ppp

01 - 160
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Small plants

Name
Product Code - Height (cm)

Aglaonema variagated
01 - 60

Calathea lancifolia
01 - 40

Dracaena marginata tip
01 - 60

Grass carex
01 - 60

Grass clump 20cm dia
01 - 60

Grass, tall black
01 - 130

Grass, tall green
01 - 130

Grass, tall red
01 - 130

Grass, tall yellow
01 - 130

See pricelist for full
specifications and
options; including
available heights,
diameters and widths.

Yucca tip
01 - 60 / 02 - 85 / 03 - 135

Zamia
01 - 60
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Feature Wall
Feature Wall from Livingreen
Design is quite simply a new
concept in wall decoration.
This innovative modular panel system
allows you to specify and build a unique
wall that can be a complex or simple
as required. Plain, single or multicolour
panels can be interspersed with a
multitude of other designs including 3D
contours, logos, artwork or pictures,
shelves and a variety of live and artificial
planting.
Use Feature Wall to create a beautiful
replica green wall featuring patterns,

colours, textures in formal or rainforest
format. If you want real plants then
Feature Wall has modules for that too,
allowing you to put in as many or as few
as required, from a full green wall to a
single planted panel.

As Feature Wall panels are hung like
pictures, they can be demounted in
seconds, rearranged into a different
format and panels swapped allowing
seasonal colour schemes, Christmas
displays or artwork changes.

But the beauty of the system is to mix
and match to create the perfect solution
for every situation. Use it in receptions to
bring alive a company logo. Replace tired
artworks with multi-dimensional displays
blending colour, form, visuals and plants.
Match panel finishes and colours to plant
containers, unifying the interior design.

From a single panel to a full wall covering
and everything in between, Feature Wall
offers the ultimate in flexible design – you
can even design your own panels as
everything is manufactured and finished
here in the UK using advanced composite
technology for the ultimate in lightness
and strength.
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